Super deluxe seat
Clean Platform
Power steering
Modern and trendy instrument cluster
Fender seat and cushion
Mobile charging point

Soil Condition 4WD Tractor with rotavator

Gear and Engine RPM
L2/L3@2000 (540S)
L2@2000 (540S) & PTO (540S)
H1@1600-1800

CNH INDUSTRIAL (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 03, Udyog Kendra, Greater Noida, District Gautam Budh Nagar,
Uttar Pradesh 201 306

Note: We keep renovating our products, therefore, their features and details keep change without any prior notice. The accessories/Tech above are not part of the base equipment and New Holland neither promotes any tool nor takes responsibility for it which is not made by us.
Now witness yourself
WHO IS MORE POWERFUL...

JOHN DEERE 5040D 28.1 kW (38.2HP) PTO Power

JOHN DEERE 6080D 30.6 kW (41.0HP) PTO Power

MAHINDRA YUVO275 DI 30.23 kW (41.1HP) PTO Power

NEW HOLLAND 4710 EXCEL 31.6 kW (43.0HP) PTO Power

SNAVAJ 744 FE 29.4 kW (39.4HP) PTO Power

SONALKA 855 DI 745SH ?? PTO Power

TAFE 725DI 30.5 kW (40.9HP) PTO Power

4 WHEEL DRIVE PADDY SPECIALITY
EXCEL 4710 95K AXLE gives you

- Skid steer like performance
- Paddle Designed for Paddy Field

METAL FACE SEALING TECHNOLOGY IN TRANSMISSION
EXCEL 4710 METAL FACE SEALING gives you

- Anti-moisture in deep puddles with low maintenance
- Metal face sealing, both at rear Axle and PTO

REVERSE PUDDLE SPECIALITY
EXCEL 4710 SYNCHRON SHUTTLE gives you

- Easier operation for reverse movement of tractor without taking operator’s hand off the steering wheel
- Less fuel consuming better productivity

7 PTO SPEEDS FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AN INDIAN TRACTOR
EXCEL 4710 95K PTO gives you

- 90+ PTO Speeds, Reverse PTO and four speeds of S5 PTO, means seven PTO speeds in one tractor
- Independent PTO Clutch Lever
- Saves more diesel by selecting appropriate PTO speeds for various equipment

EXPERIENCE SOFTER CLUTCH LIKE CARS
EXCEL 4710 SOFTER CLUTCH gives you

- Minimum clutch effort to let you work longer with no fatigue
- Long life and low maintenance

STRAIGHT AXLE WITH PLANETARY DRIVE
EXCEL 4710 PLANETARY DRIVE gives you

- The power of three gears which can take up higher loads
- Long life and zero maintenance

Note: We keep modifying our products, features and details of products are subject to change without any prior notice. For latest details contact your nearest dealer. The details of the above-mentioned comparisons have been collected from the listings in the websites of NH (NEW HOLLAND), E (John Deere), M (Mahindra), T (SNAVAJ), S (SONALKA), A (TAFE) and F (FARA) and their associated dealers.